Optimizing the Neural Network Architecture for Automation of the Tailored UV Post-Treatment of Photopolymer Printing Plates
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Abstract: In this work, three types of photopolymer printing plates for packaging printing were subjected to varied UV (ultraviolet radiation) post-treatments, and their surface free energy (SFE) components were calculated. SFE of the photopolymer printing plate is crucial in the process of transferring the ink from the printing plate to the substrate. Calculated polar and dispersive SFE components were used to build and optimize artificial neural networks for the prediction of the surface properties of different photopolymer materials after the performed UVA and UVC post-treatments. In this way, the production of printing plates with tailored SFE components could be automated and optimized. Consequently, products with improved qualitative properties could be printed. Results of the research have shown that the choice of the neural network’s activation function is most significant for the minimization of the mean squared error (MSE), while the number of neurons and hidden layers in neural networks has less influence on MSE. The optimized neural networks applied for common photopolymer materials in this work have the potential to be applied for the automation of the printing plates’ post-treatment process and the production of printing plates with surface properties tailored to specific printing systems.
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1. Background

Modern flexographic printing has found its domain mostly in packaging and functional printing. Due to the new qualitative requirements, workflows and materials used in flexography are constantly being improved. Digitally controlled processes and new methods of material processing are commonly applied in flexography [1–4]. The flexographic printing plate is the photopolymer material responsible for transferring the image (motive) to the printing substrate in a printing machine, thereby creating a printed product. The image on the produced printing plate is a relief, and printing elements on the plate transfer the ink to the printing substrate on the basis of a geometrical difference between the printing elements and embossed non-printing areas. During the application of the printing ink to the printing plate and then its transfer from the plate to the printing substrate, the surface properties of the photopolymer material highly influence the quality of the print. Therefore, they should be compatible with the used printing ink and the printing substrate, which is especially important when using new formulations of functional inks and experimenting with different printing substrates [5–7].

Modern flexographic printing plates can be solvent-washable or water-washable, and their production is based on the effect of crosslinking of certain organic compounds under exposure to UVA wavelengths that initiate crosslinking and UVC wavelengths that terminate it, thus producing large and stable molecular structures that are insoluble in the defined developing solution.
Laser ablative mask system (LAMS) is the most common and widely adopted technology used to produce flexographic printing plates. The process of flexographic printing plate production based on LAMS is presented in Figure 1.

![Diagram of flexographic printing process](image)

**Figure 1.** Production of the LAMS-based flexographic printing plate: (a) photopolymer material with PET substrate, (b) back exposure, (c) ablation of LAMS, (d) main exposure, (e) developing, (f) drying, (g) UV post-treatments.

The base of the photopolymer flexographic printing plate is made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET), on which the partially crosslinked photopolymer material has been applied (Figure 1a). The LAMS mask covers the whole surface of the printing plate. It enables the transfer of the image to the plate via the laser ablation process. After the back exposure performed in order to create the base layer for the printing elements (Figure 1b), the LAMS is removed by laser ablation from the image parts of the photopolymer material (Figure 1c). Figure 1d presents the main exposure to UVA wavelengths, after which the printing and nonprinting areas are formed. Exposed parts of the photopolymer material crosslink and become insoluble in the defined developing solution (organic solvent or water).

After the main exposure follow the rinsing of the unexposed parts of the photopolymer material (Figure 1e) and the drying process (Figure 1f). The printing plate is finished after the UV post-treatments—the exposure to both UVA and UVC radiation (Figure 1g) in order to finish and terminate the crosslinking process and achieve the desired surface properties [8,9].

The duration of UV post-treatments significantly affects the surface properties, specifically the surface free energy (SFE) of the photopolymer and its dispersive and polar components [10,11]. Manufacturers of printing plates define the time frame of the recommended duration of UV post-treatments, rather than the specific duration of each UVA and UVC exposure. In the range of the acceptable duration of the UV post-treatments, the printing plate is fully functional, but its dispersive and polar SFE can significantly differ, and therefore affect the transfer of the ink, depending on the UV post-treatment duration.
With prolonged post-treatment, UV radiation causes further crosslinking of compounds in the material structure, which was started and was almost finished by the main exposure. By increasing the duration of the UV post-treatment (specifically UVA post-treatment), the molecular weight of the photopolymer increases [12]. As the molecular weight increases, the surface free energy of the polymers also tends to increase. However, these changes are dependent on the type of photopolymer material. Some materials have waxes with low molecular weight in their composition, which migrate to the surface of the material during the UV post-treatment and protect the material from degradation (photoxidation) [13]. Some printing plate materials without such waxes are more sensitive to UV radiation, especially to UVC wavelengths, and can undergo the start of the degradation process after prolonged UV post-treatment.

In any event, the polar and dispersive components of SFE change as a result of physicochemical changes that occur in the photopolymer surface layer under the influence of both UVA and UVC post-treatments. These changes affect the wetting of the printing ink on the printing plate in the graphic reproduction process and its transfer to the printing substrate [14,15]. The post-treatment process, as the last step in the flexographic printing plate production workflow, is therefore of crucial importance for precisely defining the surface properties of the finished printing plate. Previous research demonstrated that UVA and UVC post-treatments can be used as a tool to adjust the qualitative properties of the print. UVA and UVC post-treatments have been specifically recognized as a significant step for obtaining maximal possible quality in the flexographic reproduction process [16,17]. Therefore, a tool enabling the precise adjustment of the polar and dispersive SFE of a photopolymer printing plate prior to its production would significantly contribute both to the automation of the printing plate production process and to the improvement of the finished printing plate’s quality (and consequently, to the quality of the print) [18]. With that aim in focus, application and optimization of artificial neural networks (ANNs) used to tailor the surface properties of flexographic printing plates by UV post-treatments were performed in this work.

Many previous works used ANNs for modeling various surface and other material properties. In [19], authors use ANNs to analyze cracks in gear teeth. In [20], ANNs were used to predict tribological performance of surface treated tool steels. Prediction of surface roughness depending on laser treatment using ANNs was studied in [21]. Prediction of wetting rates of different powders and liquids was reported in [22]. In [23], authors employ graph neural networks for gas–liquid interface reconstruction. Predictions of contact angles between molten metals and solid oxides were reported in [24]. Previous studies addressed predictions of surface tension using ANNs as well. Convolutional neural networks were used to estimate surface tension from pendant drop images in [25]. In [26], a multilayer perceptron (MLP) network was used to predict the surface tension of various pure organic compounds depending on temperature. In [27], authors employed ANNs for surface tension predictions for various alcohols. They reported that ANNs provided more accurate predictions compared to common analytical models. In [28], authors found that ANN models outperformed empirical correlations in predicting the surface tension of aqueous solutions of sodium L-proline and piperazine blends.

### 2. Materials and Methods

#### 2.1. Photopolymer Printing Plates and Printed Motives

In this work, SFE components of three different types of photopolymer flexographic printing plates were calculated and analyzed, in relation to varied exposure of the photopolymer materials to UVA and UVC post-treatments. The aim was to build an optimized ANN for the prediction of the SFE components of these printing plates when UV post-treatments are varied, thereby enabling the tailoring of the photopolymer’s surface properties before engaging in the printing plate production process. Since the primary prerequisite of this research was to retain the functional properties of printing plates in the reproduction process throughout all modifications, all procedures in the printing plate production work-
flow prior to the UV post-treatment needed to be kept constant and standardized, in order to result in a functional printing plate [29].

The types of photopolymer printing plates used in this research were two styrene-diene-based, commonly used, solvent-washable LAMS-based printing plates, and one water-washable LAMS-based printing plate. Specifically, the two solvent-washable photopolymer printing plates were Flint’s ACE Digital (Plate A), and MacDermid Digital MAX (Plate B). These two printing plates differed in their surface properties and composition. The third printing plate was a water-washable Toyobo Cosmolight QS, denoted as Plate C. All samples were prepared in standardized conditions up to the UV post-treatment, which was modified, pairing the constant duration of one wavelength type with the other that was varied. The motive on the printing plate surface consisted of fine lines (with line width from 0.02 mm to 0.8 mm—Figure 2). The duration of each UVA and UVC post-treatment varied from 0 to 20 min with a step of 1 min. The duration of the post-treatment that was kept constant was set to 10 min of UVA or UVC radiation for Plate A and Plate B, and 10 min of UVA and 5 min of UVC for Plate C, since preliminary research has shown that the exposure of Plate C to higher level of UV radiation resulted in visible damage in the plate’s surface (i.e., the start of the material degradation).

Since the purpose of this research was to maintain the necessary functional properties of the flexographic printing plate, both UVA and UVC post-treatments were performed on the samples (except the first, referent sample without any post-treatment).

Samples of test prints obtained by means of the printing plate samples were produced under the standard production conditions, respecting the ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 standards. The characteristics of the used anilox were 400 lcm⁻¹, with cell volume of 4.5 cm³m⁻². The printing speed was 200 mmmin⁻¹. The printing substrate was white PE LD with thickness of 60 µm, and the used printing ink was Gecko® Base (Hubergroup, Kirchheim bei München, Germany) solvent (ethanol)-based printing ink for flexible packaging.

2.2. Measurement and Analysis of Printing Plates and Prints

On the printing plate surfaces, contact angles of different referent liquids were measured by means of goniometer Data Physics OCA 30 (Dataphysics instruments, Filderstadt, Germany). Contact angles and known surface free energies of the referent liquids are the parameters which were used to calculate the SFE of the photopolymer surfaces. Three referent liquids of known surface energy were used for the measurements: water, glycerol and diiodomethane.

Contact angle was measured using the Sessile drop method, ten times on each sample, with repeat drops taken on different locations. The volume of the drops was 1 µm³. All measurements of the contact angle were performed at the same moment after the drop touched the photopolymer surface—after 5 s, and the average value was calculated.

The SFE (and its dispersive and polar component) of the photopolymer printing plate surfaces were calculated from obtained contact angles, using the OWRK method, which is applicable for polymer, aluminum and coatings characterization [30–32]. Obtained values
of total SFE and its components were used to build and optimize ANNs for the prediction of the polar and dispersive SFE of three different photopolymer printing plates after given durations of UVA and UVC post-treatments.

Microscopic images of the fine lines on test prints produced using printing Plates A, B and C were observed via Olympus BX51 microscope, at a magnification of 50×.

2.3. Design of ANNs

In this paper, multilayer perceptron networks were used to predict the SFE of photopolymer flexographic printing plates. Networks were implemented using Keras neural network library in Python programming language. Prediction powers of different MLPs were assessed and compared. All tested networks had two input and two output neurons but differed in number of hidden layers (one or two), number of neurons per layer (5–10) and type of activation function (Keras built-in activation functions “relu”, “softplus”, “elu”, “selu”, “sigmoid”, “tanh”, “softsign” and “softmax”). Model inputs were printing plates’ post-exposure times for UVA and UVC parts of ultraviolet radiation. Model outputs were polar and disperse phases of SFE. Models were trained separately for three different printing plates. For each plate, datasets consisted of 40 measurements where UVA and UVC post-exposure times were varied in range from 0 to 20 min. The datasets were divided into training, validation and test sets using the common 70%, 15% and 15% rule, but minding that measurements taken on the beginning and end of the input range are included in the training set. Training was performed using the Keras built-in “Adam” optimization algorithm and the learning rate was set to $10^{-3}$. Considering the dataset size, it was not divided in batches. The number of training epochs was set to 10,000, with early stopping (stopping of training) set to number of epochs without improvement of validation loss metric of 200. Prediction powers of described ANNs were assessed on test sets and results are presented in Section 3.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. SFE of Photopolymer Surfaces

Calculations of the total SFE and its dispersive and polar components showed that the variations in UVA and UVC post-treatments have different effects on different photopolymer surfaces. Moreover, the changes in components of SFE caused by prolonged UVC post-treatment were more expressed than changes caused by UVA post-treatment, which was expected since UVC radiation carries more energy.

In all diagrams, the first point presents the SFE and its components with no performed UV post-treatment (0 min of UVA and 0 min of UVC radiation). Total SFE of Plate A reached a maximal value of 32.35 mNm$^{-1}$ at 6 min of UVA post-treatment and then decreased to 28.6 mNm$^{-1}$ after 20 min of UVA post-treatment (Figure 3a). Setting the duration of the UVA post-treatment of the photopolymer printing plate from 0 to 20 min caused an increase in total SFE from 34.25 mNm$^{-1}$ to 39.47 mNm$^{-1}$ for Plate B, and from 21.9 mNm$^{-1}$ to 31.28 mNm$^{-1}$ for Plate C (Figure 3b,c).

The changes in total SFE after prolonged UVA post-treatment are primarily caused by the changes in dispersive SFE (Figure 4). The increase in the total (and dispersive) SFE of the printing plates (Figure 3b,c) can be explained by further crosslinking which occurred in the photopolymer material and indicated that, even after the printing plate is considered to be finished in its production process, further crosslinking caused by UVA radiation took place. The inflexion point of total SFE at 5 min of UVA post-treatment for Plate A (Figure 3a) could be explained by the migration of the protective waxes with low molecular weight in the polymer composition to the surface [33]. When performing the variation of UVC radiation from 0 to 20 min, total SFE of the photopolymer printing plate for Plate A samples reached a maximal value of 33.27 mNm$^{-1}$ at 6 min of UVC post-treatment and then decreased to 26.16 mNm$^{-1}$ for 20 min of UVC post-treatment. Plate C samples displayed similar behavior, reaching a maximal value of total SFE of 31.71 mNm$^{-1}$ at 10 min of UVC post-treatment and then starting to decrease, which could point to the start
of the material degradation [34,35]. Plate B samples displayed a constant increase in total SFE from 33.5 mNm\(^{-1}\) to 39.57 mNm\(^{-1}\). UVC post-treatment (Figure 3a–c) had a stronger effect on all components of SFE. These changes are significant for the graphic reproduction process because of the changes in the wetting of the printing ink on the printing plate and its transfer from the printing plate to the substrate.
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**Figure 3.** Total SFE of printing plate samples exposed to varied UVA and UVC post-treatments: (a) Plate A, (b) Plate B, (c) Plate C.

Changes of the dispersive SFE (a dominant SFE component of the used photopolymers) (Figure 4) display the same trends as the changes of the total SFE. Even though dispersive SFE is a dominant component influencing total SFE, changes in polar SFE have an interesting trend (Figure 5). Polar SFE displays a decrease, or at least stagnation after an initial increase for almost all samples.

Initial increase in polar SFE is caused by the integration of the oxygen in the surface layer of the photopolymer material [36,37]. However, the decrease in polar SFE after a certain duration of UV post-treatment can also be explained by the process of migration of waxes of low molecular weight to the surface of the material [13], or by the back-bending of the polar groups in the photopolymer surface layer [18].
Since UVA radiation initiates the crosslinking reaction, and UVC terminates it due to the higher energy and generation of ozone, one should use both UV post-treatments and combine their duration in order to achieve the desired SFE of the photopolymer material, applicable for the specific printing ink and printing substrate. Specifically, UVA radiation notably increases the initial dispersive and therefore total SFE of photopolymer plates, and UVC, when long enough, terminates it. Therefore, it is worth mentioning that printing plates that have undergone short UVA post-treatment have lower crosslinking degrees than the plates after cca. 10 min or more of UVA post-treatment, regardless of the prolonged UVC post-treatment. Furthermore, applied UV post-treatments should not diminish the functionality of the photopolymer printing plate in the reproduction process [38–40]. Non-linear behavior of SFE components after the varied UV post-treatments, together with different trends of changes present for different photopolymer materials, justify the need for the ANNs as a tool for the prediction of SFE components in relation to the duration of UVA and UVC post-treatment.
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Figure 5. Polar SFE of printing plate samples exposed to varied UVA and UVC post-treatments:
(a) Plate A, (b) Plate B, (c) Plate C.

3.2. Microscopy of the Printed Lines

The microscopic images are displayed for the fine printed lines with nominal width
of 20 µm (Figures 6–8). Of note, all printed lines demonstrated an outlined edge. This is
a common occurrence for flexographic prints on polymer substrates, which is a conse-
quence of the printing plate’s mechanical deformation during the printing process. For the
same reason, printed lines can have a wavy shape. Images of printed lines obtained from
UV post-treated Plate A are presented in Figure 6. It is visible that the print obtained by
a printing plate exposed to 2 min of UVA post-treatment (Figure 6, left) presented with
curved, discontinuous line, due to the insufficient hardness and low SFE of the printing
plate as a result of the short UVA post-treatment, where the crosslinking of the photopoly-
mer material was not completed. A plate exposed to 10 min of UV post-treatments (Figure 6,
middle) resulted in a thicker printed line, but its edges are not well defined, due to the poor
wetting of the printing ink on the printing plate. In general, Plate A has negligible polar
SFE even after prolonged UV post-treatments, which does not enable improved wetting of
ink on the plate and its transfer to the substrate. Prolonged UVC post-treatment improved
the quality of the printed line’s edge (Figure 6, right).
the poor wetting of the printing ink on the printing plate. In general, Plate A has negligible elements on the printing plate.

In Figure 7, one can see the effect of the varied UV post-treatments on fine lines on prints obtained from Plate B. It is apparent that the line printed by means of a printing plate with 2 min of UVA post-treatment (Figure 7, left) resulted in poor ink transfer to the printing substrate. This indicates that the SFE of the photopolymer material was too low at that point in order to ensure the correct wetting of the printing ink on the printing plate’s surface.

Prolonging the UVA post-treatment resulted in improved definition of the line shape (Figure 7, middle), since the UV post-treatment increased both the hardness and SFE of the plate—the distortion of the line shape occurred in the printing process because of the plate’s elastic deformation after too short a UV post-treatment, since hardness was not increased adequately. Prolonged UVC post-treatment of Plate B (Figure 7, right) resulted in the stable, correctly defined line on the print, since the prolonged UV radiation causes an increase in the photopolymer’s hardness, as well [18].

Figure 8 displays fine lines printed by Plate C. Printed fine lines are straight, regardless of the duration of UV post-treatments, pointing to the stable and correctly formed fine elements on the printing plate.

It is apparent that 2 min of UVA post-treatment (Figure 8, left) resulted in an increased ink amount on the print (and the plate), and wider printed line compared to prolonged UVA and UVC post-treatments (Figure 8, right). The reason is the increased crosslinking degree in the photopolymer after the prolonged UV post-treatment, which resulted in lesser elastic deformation of the printing plate during the printing process.
3.3. Performance of ANNs

Performance of different MLP networks was evaluated using mean squared error (MSE) between model predictions and measurements on test data sets. We consider the number of layers, the number of neurons and the type of activation function as factors influencing the model’s prediction accuracy. In the following report, results are grouped with respect to factors and their levels in such a way that when results are presented for different levels of a given factor, all levels of other factors are included. This way of grouping enables discerning which factors have significant effects. Results where the number of hidden layers is varied between one and two are presented in Figure 9. To isolate the effect of the number of hidden layers, results include all numbers of neurons and types of activation functions. Orange lines in following boxplots (Figures 9–11) present median values of MSEs. Boxplots reveal that the number of hidden layers has no significant effect on the prediction accuracy of ANN. While absolute test set MSE metrics differ for three plates, results for different number of layers for each plate are similar.

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9.** Performance of ANNs with different number of hidden layers for: (a) Plate A, (b) Plate B, (c) Plate C.

Results for different numbers of neurons are presented in Figure 10. To isolate the effect of the number of neurons, results include all numbers of layers and types of activation functions. Boxplots reveal that the effect of the number of neurons is not significant. For each plate, all ANNs with different numbers of neurons resulted in similar test set MSE ranges and medians.

Results for different activation functions are displayed in Figure 11. Functions are denoted with capital letters as listed in Table 1. Functions A–D are “linear unit” functions and E-G are sigmoid-shaped functions. To isolate the effect of activation functions, results include all numbers of layers and neurons. Boxplots reveal that the choice of activation function has a significant effect on the test set MSE ranges and medians. Boxplots in Figure 11 reveal that sigmoid-shaped functions performed well for all plates. Linear unit functions performed well in many cases for Plate A and B as indicated by small MSE medians, but they produced large MSE in some cases for those plates (A and B) and
generally performed poorly for Plate C. Furthermore, for Plate A and B, “selu” activation performed very well in all cases.

Figure 10. Performance of ANNs with different number of neurons for: (a) Plate A, (b) Plate B, (c) Plate C.

Figure 11. Performance of ANNs with different activation functions for: (a) Plate A, (b) Plate B, (c) Plate C.
Table 1. Activation functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relu</td>
<td>softplus</td>
<td>elu</td>
<td>selu</td>
<td>sigmoid</td>
<td>tanh</td>
<td>softsign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12 displays the best-performing activation functions for each plate. By best-performing, we mean the activation function which, on a given plate, resulted in the smallest test set MSE for one combination of the number of layers and neurons, not best-performing on average. For Plate A (Figure 12a), the smallest test set MSE was achieved with “selu” activation function, two hidden layers and 9 neurons per layer. For Plate B (Figure 12b), the smallest test set MSE was achieved with “softplus” activation function, two hidden layers and 10 neurons per layer. It is interesting to note that for those two plates, ANNs with one layer and smaller number of neurons performed quite well, with MSEs comparable to the best result. The number of neurons per layer had a much larger impact on ANNs’ performance for one-layered than for two-layered networks. This impact has no visible trend. For instance, in the case of one-layered networks for Plate B (Figure 12b), increasing the number of neurons from 6 to 7 results in drastic increase in MSE, but further increase in the number of neurons from 7 to 8 results in drastic decrease in MSE, with a value close to that for 6 neurons. For Plate C (Figure 12c), the smallest test set MSE was achieved with “sigmoid” activation function, two hidden layers and 7 neurons per layer. For this plate, in most cases two-layered networks performed better than one-layered networks, but it should be noted that the two-layered network with 10 neurons per layer performed worse than the one-layered networks with 6 and 7 neurons.

![Plate A, selu](a)
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Figure 12. Best-performing activation functions for: (a) Plate A, (b) Plate B, (c) Plate C.

Table 2 displays performance results for best-performing networks for three plates.
Table 2. Performance of ANNs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Measured Values</th>
<th>Predicted Values</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dispersive SFE</td>
<td>Polar SFE</td>
<td>Dispersive SFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>32.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>32.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>31.84</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>32.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>31.95</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>33.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>36.57</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>36.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>34.17</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>34.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>35.21</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>24.33</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>24.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>25.11</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>25.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>25.78</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>25.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 presents minimal, maximal and median deviations for dispersive SFE and polar SFE on test set data. The presented values were obtained with the best-performing ANN models for each plate. Deviations are absolute differences between measured and predicted values. It should be noted that dispersive SFE and polar SFE values presented in the table are not pairs for a single SFE point since minimal, maximal and median deviations were calculated separately for dispersive SFE and polar SFE. For all three plates, the predictions are quite accurate. For dispersive SFE, typical SFE estimation errors range between 1 and 3 (see supplementary materials). The maximal deviations of the ANN models presented in Table 2 are within this range, while median errors are well below it. Therefore, the prediction power of the tested models is quite good for dispersive SFE. Deviations of polar SFE are higher than of dispersive SFE when comparing them with polar SFE and dispersive SFE values, respectively. However, these deviations are within the range of errors of SFE calculation. When estimating the SFE of polymers with low polarity, higher deviations of calculated polar SFE are common, since dispersive forces are dominant. In conclusion, performance of ANNs applied in this work can be classified as satisfactory for the application in the real systems.

Choosing the optimal ANN architecture in terms of numbers of layers and neurons as well as the choice of activation function is still the topic of research. Previous research on that topic took various approaches. In works such as [10,11], authors suggest analytical solutions for ANN architecture optimization. In [10], a solution is proposed for finding the optimal number of neurons for MLP network with one hidden layer, but the modeling problem presented in this paper did not exhibit a trend in test set MSE depending on the number of neurons. In this case, MLPs with two hidden layers were shown as preferable over those with one hidden layer since, for two-layered networks, the test set MSE was much more stable over different numbers of neurons per layer. In the modeling case presented in this paper, networks with two hidden layers and 7–10 neurons per layer exhibited the best performance, although the exact best number of neurons differed for the three plates. The effect of the type of activation function was found to be the most significant. While for each plate the best results were achieved with different activation functions, and for plates A and B those were “selu” and “softplus” (linear unit functions), sigmoid-shaped activation functions provided consistent results in terms of test set prediction accuracy over all three plates. Nevertheless, the best results for plates A and B (obtained with “selu” and “softplus” activations) were significantly better than results obtained with sigmoid-shaped activation functions.
4. Conclusions

In this work, the SFE components of three different types of flexographic printing plates were modified by varied UVA and UVC post-treatments. The aim was to build and optimize ANNs for the prediction of printing plates’ dispersive and polar SFE after the set durations of UV post-treatments, prior to the production of the printing plate. In this way, the surface properties of different photopolymer materials used as flexographic printing plates could be tailored to meet the requirements of the specific printing system, i.e., to fine-tune the polar and dispersive SFE for the application of a specific printing ink on a given substrate.

While, for the modeling application presented in this paper, it may not be possible to suggest a single ANN architecture which works optimally for all plates, the results presented in this paper narrow the choices, which are summarized as follows. Networks with two hidden layers are preferable over those with one hidden layer. Candidate activation functions are modified versions of the “relu” activation function, namely “selu” and “softplus”, as well as sigmoid-shaped activation functions. The optimal number of neurons per layer was found to be in the range from 7 to 10. These guidelines narrow the choice of potential ANN architectures for the modeling application presented in this paper, namely the automation of the tailored UV post-treatment of commonly used photopolymer printing plates with different compositions and surface properties. Following the presented guidelines for other similar materials requires testing a smaller number of ANN architectures in search of the most favorable one. If a printer can adjust the polar and dispersive SFE of a printing plate using only UV post-treatments, then the wetting and adhesion with chosen types of printing inks can be adjusted and the print quality can be optimized. Application of the presented ANNs can be expanded to include hardness of the plate or some print properties as outputs, and different printing inks as inputs, thereby expanding the possibilities for improving the print quality in flexography.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/machines11060618/s1, Table S1: Neural network inputs.
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